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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introductions</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Current Actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection

• Management and Analysis  
  • Ongoing discussions and inquiries into who will assimilate data and maintain on regular basis. Will continue to pursue options and answers.  

• IROC Report (HO)  
  • IROC business lead provided data set for evaluation. Can allow access to individuals once identified.  
  • A business trends report option is also available.  
  • Most state teams are using IROC now as well, so shouldn’t need to pull separate data for future reports.  
  • Agreed not to track all hazard team assignments at this time but to maintain awareness of and engagement with for CIMT development.

• CGAC Data Call: IMT Composition  
  • Data requested by 5/21. Need to identify who will compile after that.  
  • Additional information requested included current number of IMTs per GACC, list of barriers to success, and whether succession plans are in place; this information will assist in responding to Memo 20-02.

NWCG Tasking Memo 20-001, RPL Standard  
• Final draft to IPSC this month, then to IWDG for review.

Memo 20-01 to ICAC  
• ICAC Response (HO)  
  • Subgroup met to draft response that supports current direction and provides additional elements for consideration. Strong representative support from all of ICAC.  
  • IWDG will wait to respond until after CGAC has responded.
Memo 20-02 to CGAC

- Subgroup also identified to provide response; expect draft this month for CGAC review and finalization.
- Continued pushback on pool concept but also generating additional elements for consideration.
- Need for continued engagement from CGAC, to include all agencies.

### Item

- Joint Meeting Recap: Memos 21-01 (Action Plan) and 21-02 (Agency Role)
  - Continued support from parent groups. Next update will be in July.
- StoryMap Updates
  - Update tool has been valuable and well-received.
  - Updating with Action Plan details, looking at inclusion of a timeline image or interactive component.
  - Add links to ICAC and CGAC responses with note that they are preliminary for decision-making.
  - Add ability for feedback (contact info optional) on IWDG webpage.
- Upcoming Presentations (HO)
  - IWDG has made 35+ presentations to well over 3,500 individuals this spring. Continued interaction with all levels and stakeholders is critical to support and positive change progression.
  - Reach out with additional opportunities for discussion/presentation.
  - Discuss other avenues for outreach and interaction, such as social media, on next call.

### Round Robin

**All**

### New Action Items

- Review and revise CIMT Action Plan based upon ICAC and CGAC responses – TBD